Job Profile: Bartender
Job Title:
Manager:

Bartender
Team leader

Job Description
As our bartender at Bar Kantoor, you have no problem at all memorizing multiple orders at once,
refilling the grab-and-go and preparing 4 cappuccino’s for the terrace is easy peasy lemon squeezy for
you. You feel like a fish in the water – or wine – behind and in front of the bar. This means that you are
aware of drunk guests (you know the fine line between the fun and not-fun types of drunk), when and
where glasses are empty, and of course which guest needs a little chat.
Inspiring guests and making a connection with them is one of the most important things in our book,
and that is what we try to focus on. We are authentic, personal, and have a sense of humour! You
enjoy informing the guests about all the fun events and happenings in Amsterdam and on
the Westergasterrein. Additionally, you enjoy telling the guests all about Conscious Hotels and Bar
Kantoor and what we stand for. All of the products within Bar Kantoor are organic, and the kitchen
makes use of all sorts of techniques in light of sustainable cooking. We are proud of this beautiful
concept! Therefore it is important and fun to share this with the guests.
Because we strive to have a full bar every day of the week, you need to know how to handle stress,
but that is also the part of the job that makes it so fun, right? Of course the workplace needs to be
ready for service, so that is also part of your job description, as well as keeping the bar tidy.
Once in a while an event…
Have you ever visited our Bierfeest during the Amsterdamse Hotelnacht? Then you know how epic our
events can be. Would you not love to be part of that? With so many options to show off your F&B
skills, do not hesitate, and come work with us!

Personal Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•
•

True hospitality is in your DNA
You do not hold back when it comes approaching people and you make connections easily
You want to save the planet, but you are not a ‘sustainability doorbitch’
Affinity with organic- and sustainability trends, a real healthy food- and drinks lover: all of our
F&B items are organic!
You enjoy working and you have fun working with colleagues
Certain level of knowledge (Google offers half the answers..)

•
•

Flexible, and no, we are not referring to your yoga skills 😉
You are pro-active

Job Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have experience in the hospitality industry
Fluent in Dutch and English, any other additional language is a bonus
Preferably living in- or around Amsterdam
You have fun working independently as well as in team
Service-minded, open personality and passionate about great service
Flexible to work in weekends and evenings
Bonus points if you have prior knowledge of HACCP

•

Have fun; a very important part of the job 😊

Salary scale and rewards
This position will be classified according to the Horeca CAO, scale IV.
At Conscious Hotels we also have other rewards; after your probation period you will receive an
invitation to spend a night in one of our hotels, including a delicious (organic) breakfast. Together
with the love of your life! … or your mother, we don’t judge. Also, you can let your friends and family
stay with us, with our Friends & Family room rates. In addition, all our Conscious Shop items are
available with staff discount.
In addition, you could make use of a gym membership at David Lloyd or Shape All-in, with sharply
reduced rates. You are more than welcome to Restaurant MOER or Bar Kantoor for dinner, where you
will also receive a sweet staff discount. Eat Healthy, Stay Healthy and Work Healthy. Oh, and we also
have the best staff parties, Christmas drinks and dinners and other team events (for instance the
monthly Conscious Borrel, a.k.a. Correl)! Sounds great, right?

Application Procedure
Got excited and looking for a new challenge? Do you have experience in a similar position? … what
are you waiting for? Apply now!
Complete your application by sending us your resume and motivation letter to the above mentioned
email and link with our HR lady Conny Conscious on LinkedIn. For further information regarding the
vacancy and Conscious Hotels, please visit our careers website: http://consciousjobs.eu/. You can of
course also always get in touch with the People & Development Team by reaching out to +31 (0)20
6711756.

